
Taiwan
A Sister State With Florida



Florida and Taiwan Trade Facts

 6th largest export market in Asia of Florida is Taiwan

 $237.6 million: Florida 's exports to Taiwan in 2015

 9th: Taiwan's ranking in bilateral trade with the U.S. in 2015
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ASE Group

 Microchip manufacturing 

company similar to NEOcity

 Recycles water 3x

 Taiwan has their own Silicon 

Valley
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YouBike

 No GPS on Bikes

 Payment and system is at the 

stations

 Government pays for first 15 

minutes
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Kaohsiung Main 

Public Library

 Unique design

 Over 3,000 trees

 Automated return system
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Easy Card

 Smart City

 Used for bikes, train and bus

 Instructions for Foreign Visitors



Co-Working Office 

Space

 Just like Orlando's

 Partnered with support of EDC

 Will help USA entrepreneurs 

partner



Takeaways
 We can do something similar to this and NEOcity at Innovation Way

 Contract with this non-profit to recycle for OC

 We should encourage more bike stations around the county in high density areas and 

mass transit connections like bus and train. I talked with I-Drive president about 

encouraging more use of the Juice Bikes on I-Drive.

 Sketch of my road idea [show picture]. I'm working with FDOT, Metroplan and 

Complete Streets on this idea.

 Not pleasant for going through a neighborhood. Imagine this going through Chuluota 

and 50.

 Don't want this used in Florida to encourage high density development in rural 

areas. However, if more stops were created, the concept wouldn't work.

 All of Taiwan is as quiet as a library! Be quiet in public spaces.

 Has nice tracks with grass. Perhaps, if affordable and cheaper, use electric for Sunrail.

 Easy access and payment to get around on different modes of transportation.

 There are ideas everywhere, and entrepreneurs can partner with those in other 

countries.


